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Abstract
Word embedding models have been used in
prior work to extract associations of intersec-
tional identities within discourse concerning
institutions of power, but restricted its focus on
narratives of the nineteenth-century U.S. south.
This paper leverages this prior work and in-
troduces an initial study on the association of
intersected identities with discourse concern-
ing social institutions within social media from
Nigeria. Specifically, we use word embedding
models trained on tweets from Nigeria and ex-
tract associations of intersected social identities
with institutions (e.g., domestic, culture, etc.)
to provide insight into the alignment of identi-
ties with institutions. Our initial experiments
indicate that identities at the intersection of gen-
der and economic status groups have significant
associations with discourse about the economic,
political, and domestic institutions.

1 Introduction

Social scientists have leveraged quantitative meth-
ods to extract cultural knowledge from text, such
as semantic networks (Hoffman et al., 2018), topic
modeling (Mohr and Bogdanov, 2013), and lan-
guage models (Friedman et al., 2021). Recent work
by Nelson (2021) focused on using language mod-
els (specifically word embedding models) to extract
intersectional identity associations inherent in nar-
rative texts. Intersectionality (Crenshaw, 1989) is
a theoretical framework for understanding how so-
cial identities such as gender and race, compound
to create experiences that would otherwise be ob-
scured by focusing on the identities separately.

Specifically, Nelson (2021) applied Word2Vec
(Mikolov et al., 2013) to understand how inter-
sected social identities associate with discourse
about institutions of power (e.g. domestic, culture,
etc.) from narratives of the nineteenth-century U.S.
south. While this method was successfully able to
extract intersectional associations from U.S. nar-
ratives, it remains an open question whether this

method generalizes to other forms of text from out-
side the U.S., such as social media data from Nige-
ria. Social media data outside the U.S. presents an
interesting challenge as social media may not be ac-
cessible or used by everyone outside the U.S. This
means that these types of datasets can inherently
contain an imbalance in population representation,
making analyses with them need careful attention.

This paper presents an initial study on using
word embedding models to understand how inter-
sected identities associate with discourse concern-
ing institutions found within social media text from
Nigeria. Our main contributions are (1) the appli-
cation of prior work by Nelson (2021) to tweets
from Nigeria, and (2) an analysis of intersected gen-
der and economic identities and their associations
to the domestic, economic, political, and cultural
spheres. We leverage Skip Gram with Negative
Sampling (SGNS) (Mikolov et al., 2013) models
and look at the relationship of intersected gender
and economic identities within discourse concern-
ing the political, cultural, domestic, and economic
spheres within tweets. Our results indicate that a
female, poor category of individuals is more as-
sociated with discourse from Lagos and Federal
Capital Territories (FCT) concerning the domestic
sphere while a male, poor category is associated
with economic and political spheres.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2
provides prior work on intersectionality and the
extraction of cultural associations from language
models. Section 3 describes the Twitter dataset
used to train SGNS models used in our analysis.
Section 4 describes the method used by Nelson
(2021), which is leveraged for our analysis in Sec-
tion 5. Section 6 provides a discussion about our
analysis and Section 7 provides our conclusion.

2 Related Work

Our analysis is situated at the crossroads of inter-
sectionality and extraction of cultural associations
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from word embedding models. The concept of in-
tersectionality can be traced to Crenshaw (1989),
who argued and showed that the experiences of
inequality of black women were obscured by the
experiences of inequality of women and black peo-
ple. Both quantitative and qualitative methods have
been used to analyze intersectionality. Bright et al.
(2016) argues that graphical causal models can
be used to represent claims about the causal ef-
fects of occupying intersected social identities. A
survey of quantitative research that uses the inter-
sectionality framework is provided by Bauer et al.
(2021). There has also been qualitative work by
Sekoni et al. (2022), who analyzed the intersection
of LGBT+ and other social identities in the con-
text of the healthcare in Nigeria, discovering that
sub-identities within LGBT+ suffer from bias more
than their peer sub-identities, particularly when in-
tersected with mental and sexual health conditions.

Language models have been shown to be effec-
tive at extracting cultural associations (Garg et al.,
2018; Kozlowski et al., 2019; Nelson, 2021) and
bias (Caliskan et al., 2017; May et al., 2019; Zhao
et al., 2019; Tan and Celis, 2019; Guo and Caliskan,
2021) from text; our work focuses on extracting
cultural associations from text. Garg et al. (2018)
studied how word embedding models could be used
to understand trends in gender and ethnic stereo-
types in the U.S. over time. Kozlowski et al. (2019)
studied how word embedding models could be used
to construct cultural vectors, and applied this to un-
derstand social class in the U.S. The work closest
to ours was done by Nelson (2021), who studied
how intersectional identities associated with U.S.
narratives about institutions of power. Our work
differs from Garg et al. (2018), Kozlowski et al.
(2019), and Nelson (2021) in that we apply our
analysis to texts outside the U.S. (namely Nigeria).

3 Social Media Dataset

Table 1: Twitter Dataset Metrics/Measures

Metric/Measure Value
Number of Tweets in Dataset 30,883,364

Vocabulary Size 2,000,381
Tweet Length (min) 2

Tweet Length (mean) 19.6
Tweet Length (median) 15.0

The present work leverages language models
trained on an international social media dataset
used in prior work (Friedman et al., 2019) for

the DARPA Understanding Group Bias (UGB)
project and approved for use by an independent
IRB. Among other countries, the original UGB-
gathered dataset includes approximately 30 million
tweets from various states in Nigeria from 2018,
gathered by a university teammate. This data is
not used directly in this work, but the derived word
embedding models are. To create the word em-
bedding models for UGB, tweets were tokenized
for whitespace and lower-cased. No stemming or
lemmatization was performed, thereby preserving
the original vocabulary for our analysis (preserva-
tion was necessary as the vocabulary affects the
seed words used in the analysis).

Table 1 describes the original dataset from which
our language models were derived. Tweet length
measures the words in the tweet after tokenization
(Twitter imposes its own character limit). Approx-
imately 0.2% of the tweets in the dataset have a
length of 100 or words and 35.2% are greater than
or equal to the mean tweet length, so the majority
of tweets are relatively short. We note that this
dataset has an uneven distribution of tweets per
state in Nigeria. More specifically, approximately
60% of tweets come from Lagos, with the Federal
Capital Territory (FCT) being a far second (approx-
imately 20%). As such, our analysis will be biased
towards views from Lagos and FCT.

4 Extracting Intersectional Associations
from Word Embedding Models

The main goal of our analysis is to extract intersec-
tional associations within discourse about social
institutions found in tweets from Nigeria. To this
end, we leverage recent work by Nelson (2021)
which used a Word2Vec model to understand how
intersected social identities (black and white men
and women) mapped within four social institutions
(domestic, economic, polity, and culture) in a cor-
pus of first-person narratives from the U.S. south.
The method used by Nelson (2021) required con-
structing geometric vectors and spaces for the in-
stitutions and identities using trained Word2Vec
models. This section describes their construction.

4.1 Intersectional Social Identity Vectors

Intersectional identity vectors provide meaning to
each intersected social identity in vector space. Our
analysis focuses on two social identity groups: gen-
der and economic status. As such, we will use them
in a running example showing how the intersected
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identity vectors are constructed.

Table 2: Social Identities and Corresponding Seed
Words

Identity Category Social Identity Seed Words

Gender
Male

men, man, boy, boys,
he, him, his, himself

Female
women, woman, girl, girls,

she, her, hers, herself

Economic Status
Rich

rich, richer, richest, affluence,
affluent, expensive,

luxury, opulent

Poor
poor, poorer, poorest, poverty,

impoverished, inexpensive,
cheap, needy

First, the social identity groups gender and eco-
nomic status are split into two identities: gender
into male and female and economic status into rich
(high) and poor (low). Each identity is associated
with a set of seed words. Table 3 contains the so-
cial identities and seed words used in our analysis.
Seed words add context about a particular concept
to provide a geometric description of the concept.
For example, if we wanted to describe the concept
of man, we would construct a set of seed words cor-
responding to men, males, and boys. The addition
of other seed words would further contextualize the
concept and possibly change the description of the
concept (i.e., adding seed words associated with
human would change the description of man).

The gender seed words come from Nelson (2021)
while the economic status words come from Ko-
zlowski et al. (2019) and Antoniak and Mimno
(2021). We focused on these seed words as they
were successfully used in prior work on extract-
ing associations from word embedding models; we
plan to create our own seed words in future work.

Next, the cross product of the identities and their
corresponding seed words is computed, giving us
four intersected social identities (in our running
example, we get male rich, male poor, female rich,
and female poor) and a set of word pairs Wid (e.g.,
(men, rich), (woman, rich), etc.) for each inter-
sected identity id. The set of word pairs effectively
represent a joint space that provide meaning to an
intersected identity. To construct an intersected
identity vector v⃗id, the word embeddings in each
pair are summed to construct an embedding repre-
senting the pair (summing the embeddings for men
and rich provides an embedding for men rich), and
the pairs are subsequently averaged:

v⃗id =
1

|Wid|
∑

(w1,w2)∈Wid

w⃗1 + w⃗2

where w⃗1 and w⃗2 are word embeddings for words
w1 and w2. This results in a set of four intersected
identity vectors that capture the meaning of the
identity in vector space.

4.2 Social Institution Vectors

Table 3: Social Institutions and Corresponding Seed
Words (Words in bold are those used by Nelson, 2021)

Social Institutions Seed Words
Polity nation, government

Economy money, finance
Culture culture, tradition

Domestic housework, children

Social institution vectors provide meaning to
each social institution in vector space. Each insti-
tution vector ⃗vinst is constructed by defining a set
of seed words Winst for each institution inst, and
averaging the word embeddings of the seed words.
Table 3 contains the social institutions and seed
words used in our analysis. We use the same set of
institutions as those used by Nelson (2021), but we
extend their seed words set such that each institu-
tion has an equal number of words. These new seed
words were curated by the researchers of this paper
by looking for related words to the institutions. We
focus on these institutions as we wanted to keep as
close as possible to the original analysis; we will
look at other institutions in future work.

4.3 Social Institution Discourse Spaces

Table 4: Top 10 Words in each Social Institution Dis-
course Space

Polity Domestic Economy Culture
govt kids finance- traditions

country baby-sit vaid cultural
gov’t house-helps funds cultures

goverment homeworks recapitalised religion
governement childcare fgns patriachal

counrty pre-k harmonising unafrican
governments great-grandchildren remiting norms
governnent under-privileged countingup bidia

administration godchildren alison-madukwe supremacism
reponsibility #mychildmypride slac heritages

A discourse space for each social institution is
constructed to compute an association score with
discourse surrounding the institutions. This space
provides a discourse-centric meaning to the social
institution compared to the institution vectors from
Section 4.2, which provide a concept-centric mean-
ing. More specifically, this discourse space is con-
structed by finding K words closest to each insti-
tution vector (in our work, K = 50 and closest is
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Figure 1: Gender vs Economic Status - 95% Confidence
Interval (n = 40)

defined by cosine similarity). Table 4 provides the
top 10 words in the discourse space for each social
institution. Here, we see some challenges with us-
ing social media data: words may not always be
grammatically correct (e.g., “governement" under
polity column) and we may have non-word terms
such as hashtags (e.g., “#mychildmypride" under
domestic column). Given a discourse space for an
institution, an association score can be computed
for any intersected identity by taking the average
cosine similarity between the identity vector and
the words in the discourse space.

5 Analysis

Figure 1 provides the results of our analysis for the
gender and economic status identity groups.1 For
each social institution, we compute a 95% confi-
dence interval for the difference between the asso-
ciation scores (described in Section 4.3) for pairs of
intersected identities (e.g., the first row of Figure 1
compares the difference between association scores
for female, poor and female, rich for each social
institution). We note that any confidence intervals
that contain a difference of 0 (middle black dotted
line in Figure 1) is not statistically significant.

Similar to Kozlowski et al. (2019) and Nelson
(2021), we use the percentile bootstrap method to
construct the confidence intervals, where the num-
ber of samples used is 40 (interval spans the 2nd

and 39th association score differences). We used
40 pretrained SGNS models that were each trained
on datasets generated by sampling the original Twit-
ter dataset of the same size with replacement (any
words whose frequency is less than five were re-

1Graph generated based on code from Nelson (2021):
https://github.com/lknelson/measuring_intersectionality

moved). We then compute differences between
association scores using the process in Section 4
for each SGNS model. The pretrained models have
an embedding size of 200, context window of five,
and were trained using five negative samples.

Within a particular gender identity, the poor are
significantly more associated with the discourse
about the political, economic, and domestic sphere
than the rich (p < 0.05). This can be seen in the
first and last rows of Figure 1. Within a partic-
ular economic identity, females are significantly
more associated with discourse about the domes-
tic sphere than males. On the other hands, males
are more significantly associated with discourse
concerning the economic and political sphere than
females. This can be seen in the second and fifth
rows of Figure 1. According to our results, dis-
course concerning the domestic sphere has an in-
tersectional association towards female, poor indi-
viduals. This can be seen by the fact that female,
poor individuals are always significantly associated
with domestic sphere discourse compared to the
other intersected identities (see the first, second,
and fourth rows of Figure 1). Similarly, discourse
about the economic and political spheres has an
intersectional association towards male, poor indi-
viduals (second, third, and sixth rows of Figure 1).

Recall from Section 3 that the majority of tweets
are from Lagos and FCT. As such, a majority of
the discourse in the dataset is biased towards those
two states in Nigeria. This means that the associa-
tions detected for the intersected identities are not
representative of individuals in all of Nigeria, but
rather those that live in Lagos and FCT.

6 Discussion

Our analysis provides insight into what social in-
stitutions are of discursive interest to intersected
social identities in Nigeria with a bias towards in-
dividuals from Lagos and FCT. In particular, our
results show who is more vocal about a particular
institution, and which individuals are less vocal
about a given institution, but it does not explic-
itly mention whose voice is the most marginalized.
This analysis is a good starting point for detecting
bias in discourse about an institution, but work is
needed to extract the most marginalized voices.

Similar to Nelson (2021), we find that machine
learning can enhance qualitative research meth-
ods, allowing us to juxtapose quantitative outcomes
with qualitative examples. For example, “I came
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across a poor women who had recently delivered
five children. She needed money for food and medi-
cal bills. Such a sad example of poverty in Nigeria"
is reflective of the lived experience of intersection-
ality while our results provide evidence for how
intersected identities are linked to particular insti-
tutions at a larger scale.

The results of our analysis also aligns with sev-
eral recent qualitative works that look at discrimina-
tion and bias in Nigeria. Dosekun (2022) showed
that females are heavily associated with the do-
mestic sphere (i.e., having children and domestic
skills). Additionally, Enfield (2019) mentioned that
females are represented in the labor markets, but
they are penalized through low wages and activity.
Enfield (2019) also described that females (espe-
cially poor females) join the labor market late due
to the cultural pressure of early marriage and hav-
ing children. This implies that males have more
freedom in the labor market than females, aligning
with our results that males are more associated with
the economic spheres than females.

7 Conclusion

This paper presents an initial study which uses
SGNS models trained on Twitter data from Nigeria
to determine how intersectional identities are as-
sociated with discourse on social institutions. Our
results show that female, poor individuals are more
associated with discourse from Lagos and FCT
concerning the domestic sphere while male, poor
individuals are associated with discourse about the
economic and political spheres.

There are several avenues for future work. First,
the efficiency of the analysis could be improved,
particularly to handle large corpora. Second, the
sensitivity of associations to model hyperparame-
ters could be assessed to ensure the associations
hold under different hyperparameter choices. Fi-
nally, the analysis could be made sensitive to
dataset statistics such as geographic distribution.

Limitations

The analysis done in this paper has several limita-
tions that would benefit future investigation. The
first limitation is that the analysis assumes that
all individuals in the population are represented
equally in a dataset. As we stated, a majority of the
tweets in the Twitter dataset come from Lagos and
FCT, both of which may have the benefit of tech-
nological access and literacy. Unfortunately, this

skews our analysis such that the associations ex-
tracted from the word embedding models is really
representative of Lagos and FCT instead of Nigeria.
The second limitations concerns the efficiency and
computational resources required to run this analy-
sis. Our analysis required using a number of SGNS
models trained on nearly 30 million tweets. While
training is done only once, it requires training on
server-sized systems over several days.

Ethical Impacts Statement

This study was conducted as basic research using
publicly available Twitter data that has been col-
lected and approved for use by an independent IRB
and a HRPO agency. The intent of this study was to
replicate the approach by Nelson (2021) using so-
cial media data, showing that it is possible to quan-
tify how intersectional identities are embedded in
structural social inequalities. Such bias quantifica-
tions - while highlighting social inequalities - can
serve to counter or strengthen social inequalities
if applied in questionable contexts (e.g., market-
ing/targeting, rating systems, algorithmic decision
making). However, our intention with this study
is to highlight and quantify social inequalities as a
way to provide evidence of its existence in society.

The research team consists of women and men
with diverse ethnic backgrounds, trained in West-
ern educational institutions. A limitation of our
interpretation of these results is that we did not
have individuals native to Nigeria be part of the re-
search team. We used an intersectional theoretical
framework to reduce bias, and believe that using
inductive methods (e.g., grounded theory, machine-
learning) to this research reduces biases that may be
introduced by a researcher. Still, we acknowledge
that social media data is in no way representative
of a diverse population as the one in Nigeria with
large parts of the population not having access to
technology. Finally, the impact of an intersection-
ality analysis helps center marginalized voices.
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